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Cutting Films & Strapping

Innovation at the right price

Ergonomic 
Safety
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Ergonomic Enclosed Blade ‘Push’ action to suit a bottom to top or from left to right cut action. 
Multi-function Head in addition to the enclosed blade a small serrated tape slitting insert is positioned at the tip.

Ambidextrous and light, the composite body is covered with a soft grip synthetic rubber.

ERG 069/1 ERG 069/3

Excellent Grip : 
- Ergonomic handle closely fitting the hand with a guard that 
protects the finger from fiction cuts and burns.

Very easy to use : 
- The flexible synthetic rubber coating limits muscle fatigue by 
reducing the clamping forces needed.

Knife Ergonomic Ambidextrous
with non-slip handle

Finger protection

Ultra Enhanced Safety :
- Enclosed Blade: limiting access to cutting edge,
- No blade changes required.
- As blades are moulded in they cannot become detached.

Unable to remove the blade

ERG 069/3 :
- Blade auto retracts when the slider is released at the end of 
cut.

The blade retracts
at end of the cut!

Multifunction Knives:

 Enclosed Blade:
- Cut straps, sheet plastic & textile,
- Cut Film (roll bag ....)

 With serrated insert:
 - Cut adhesive tapes.

 With the auto-retracting rear blade (only CS069/3):
- Cut common materials. (Card etc)

Serrated blade cutting 
adhesive tape

Cut Strap

Cut Film
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Cutting Films & Strapping

ERG 069/1
 :Enclosed steel blade moulded into the 
head

Stretch film thickness 
up to 30μm

Films & heat-shrink 
plastic to 300μm thick

Straps, plastic foils, 
composites, textiles.

Bubble-wrap 10 to 
32mm.

Up to 4mm thick foam.

Craft & Craft Paper 
doubled plastic.
For ERG 069/3

Corrugated packing...
For ERG 069/3

 

Single & double 
corrugated cardboard up 

to 8 mm thick
For the ERG 069/3

Applications

ERG 069/3  :
 Multifunction: Enclosed steel blade moulded into the 
head plus an additional auto-retracting rear utility blade 
which retracts when the cursor is released after the cut
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